Walmart car radio installation

Shopping for tires can be costly, especially if you would like to replace the four tires at the same
time. In a big store like Walmart, the tire installation cost can be cheaper than other companies.
However, Walmart's tire installation cost is not the lowest in the market. We also answer most
frequently asked questions about tire installation at Walmart. Finally, we provide a detailed
comparison between Walmart's tire installation cost as compared to other big companies like
Costco and Mr. The short answer is yes. The price of tire installation varies by vehicle's make,
model, and year. The cost also varies by the type and quality of tire you will be choosing. The
installation comes with valve stems, mounting, lifetime balance, and tire rotation once every 7,
miles. If you decided to go with separate service, then here is the break down of cost by
service:. It might get a little challenge for many new drivers to decide what tire do they need and
what are the benefits of using certain tire types. That's why Walmart offers the tire-finder online
tool to help you identify what type of tire suits your vehicle best. In the tire-finder, you will need
to input your vehicle's basic information like the car's make, model, and year. Then, the website
will list all sorts of tire industries that suits your vehicle to help you narrow down what you want
to select. Yes, Walmart is pretty good at offering great deals when it comes to tire installation.
You can also take advantage of the different giveaways that Walmart offers from time to time.
These giveaways come with a certain purchase of tires like providing a Free Sirius XM Radio
with tire purchase. Finally, Walmart has several bundle options that you can choose from.
According to many customer reviews, Walmart is a great place to get your vehicle's tires
changed. This is because the store has thousands of locations, and it is very convenient to find
a location near you to get the tires installed. In terms of quality, Walmart's tires are considered
good for the price it provides. However, many complaints were received from different
customers about the waiting time it takes to get your tires installed. Some had to wait more than
three hours to get the job done, which is considered a relatively long waiting time for such a
job. Walmart is very strict about what exactly caused your damage to be able to install the new
tire under warranty. It is recommended that you have a wheel alignment after you install new
tires to your vehicles. This is because the wheel alignment can get you the best out of your tires
and ensure they last longer. When you do the wheel alignment, the tires will be meeting the road
in the correct direction and angle, as it is stated in your vehicle's owner's manual. Thus, when
you have your wheels aligned correctly, you will feel how smooth your driving experience is by
noticing that your vehicle drives straight and doesn't lean to one side more than the other.
Good wheel alignment provides good harmony between all your tires, and you will have even
tire wear, so you don't scarify any of the wheels, and the load will be distributed evenly among
them. Well, the answer to these questions depends on tires type. For instance, if your vehicle
has an all-wheel-drive, then experts recommend replacing all four wheels at the same time. This
is because you don't want to have tires with different sizes in the same all-wheel-drive vehicle to
avoid damaging the car. There are several recommendations you can keep in mind to get the
best deal on your tires from Walmart. Here are some of the good tips :. Several studies were
conducted to compare Walmart's tire replacement cost versus other larger companies like
Costco or Mr. In their studies, they did not only focus on the quality of the tires but also the
other available services accompanying tire installation. According to these studies, Walmart
does not offer the cheapest tire installation. It is Costco who received the top ranking when it
comes to tire installation cost, tire quality, and additional services along with tire installation.
The table below summarizes the breakdown of four-tire installation-related service along with
it's the price in Walmart versus Costco versus Mr. As the table shows, Costco provides the
cheapest tire installation along with all necessary services associated with tire replacement as
compared to Walmart. However, Walmart still in a good position when compared to Mr. Well, if
we consider that Walmart's tires are cheap , when not comparing to Costco, there is a lot of
reasons for this relatively low cost. All these questions show some hesitation that Walmart does
not provide good quality tires. Walmart is a huge company, and it provides a long list of tires
from different manufacturers, some are very high quality while others are not. It is a matter of
what type you choose to buy. While the tire itself is really important, the more important thing to
think about is who is installing the tire for you as several customers preferred locations where
there are a lot of qualified professional mechanics rather than just focusing on the tire's brand.
This is because it is important to install the tire correctly, so it lasts longer for you and doesn't
wear fast. According to Walmart. Thus, the short answer to this question is Yes. However, there
are a list of limitations to where the price match applies, including:. For more information on
which situations you can't get a price match, you can visit the Walmart. According to Walmart's
website , if you had tire installation at Walmart, expect them to last somewhere between 40, and
, miles on average. It is important to note that this number applies only for all-season tires, not
the other types of tires. Tire installation is a relatively quick service. It usually takes about 45
minutes to get your tire installed. The mechanic has to place your vehicle in a specific area

where he can lift it and secure it, so it doesn't slip or move. Then he takes out all bolts and lug
nuts, rotates the tire counter-clockwise to take it off, install the new tire, and put the bolts back
and secure them. Once this is done, your vehicle will be unlifted and put down on the floor for a
test. Walmart's tire installation is not the most expensive nor the cheapest. When the tire is on a
discount, it might not be possible to negotiate the price unless you found it cheaper somewhere
else. As we discussed in Walmart's price match, if you were able to find an official website
where the same tire is sold for a lower price, you can get a price match and, thus, is considered
getting a better deal. If you still think that Walmart's tire installation cost is high, you might need
to spend some time exploring other locations like Costco and see if it works better for you. As
we mentioned earlier, Costco provides the lowest price for tire installation among the other
companies, including Walmart. Therefore, if you care a lot about how much you will pay, it
makes sense to get quotes from other locations that Walmart. Tires are one of the very critical
components of any vehicle as it directly touches the road and can affect your safety if not taken
good care of. Tire installation is an essential service for any vehicle as it wears and tears over
time of use. Walmart provides a relatively low tire installation cost; however, it is not the
cheapest in the market. When thinking of tire installation, one should keep in mind the different
other services needed along with tire installation. Therefore, the price can jump high if not
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Hamtronics is supported by its audience. When you buy through our links, we may earn an
affiliate commission. Learn more. Radio is no longer a thing of the past â€” it is alive and
kicking now! More and more people becoming interested in the radio and willing to invest their
time and money. Radio might bring spice to everyday life, as well as lightening up the mood of
the places. Having a high-quality radio system in your car will undoubtedly add great fun to
your journey. I know it takes a lot of things to build a decent system, but the result is definitely
worth the effort and investment. You should not miss out on the antenna if you are planning to
establish your personalized radio system. Many people dismiss the importance of an antenna,
but you will notice the significant difference once you have installed a good car radio antenna.
We know that you have a lot of questions regarding the best car radio antenna , so we are here
to help you with us. The detailed reviews of some best-selling radio antennas below would act
as a buying guide for anyone who is interested in installing an antenna. We hope that in the end,
you can find for yourself a product that ticks all of your boxes and brings about the most
satisfying experience. This antenna is a basic but high-quality accessory for your radio system.
First of all, the product is reasonably priced. With just a couple of dollars, you can have a car
FM antenna that performs amazingly well. This small investment could totally upgrade your
listening experience. This product is user-friendly, even those who are not familiar with the
radio can control it at ease. It is relatively easy to install the antenna, with the convenient
adhesive mount. You just have to peel the vinyl sheet to expose the stick pad, and then attach it
to any flat and clean surface. Moreover, the antenna cable is 10 feet in length. It is long enough
for you to route the wire around comfortably. This product would make a valuable piece in your
personalized radio system, whether it is home-based or installed on your moving vehicles. If
you are wondering about the specifications of the product, here are some details. Brought to

you by Votex, the second product is another wonderful car FM radio antenna that you should
not miss out on. It impresses me in multiple ways, from the outer appearance to the product
quality. I have to say that this is a durable piece of radio accessory since it can bend easily to
prevent the antenna from breaking. The antenna can stand a good degree of impact, and its
strength has been officially tested. With this antenna, you can drive your car through the car
wash comfortably. The normal type of antenna is susceptible to damage, but this antenna is
strong enough to survive any car wash. The inner layer is also strong and sturdy. Unlike the
loosely threaded brass in other products, this antenna uses stainless steel to improve the
quality. You can have trust in the durability of this automobile FM antenna. As a result, the
device can receive the signal from more radio stations than other antennas. The reception
quality would also be significantly improved. It takes only a few minutes to attach the antenna
onto your vehicles. You can also consider this product from Herdio â€” the best car antenna for
reception. There are many interesting things about this radio antenna that would catch your
attention. One selling point of this antenna is the impressive signal reception quality. This
product offers you a strong and stable signal within 10 miles. Another noticeable thing about
this antenna is its weatherproof quality. This watertight car antenna works just fine in wet
conditions. In addition, it is corrosion-proof â€” a crucial feature to keep the product in good
condition for an extended time. On the other hand, I really like the flexible mast. The base can
turn degrees for enhanced mobility. This dipole antenna is mainly made of rubber, with some
parts made of stainless steel. All the materials are of supreme quality to ensure the maximum
durability as well as the best performance for the customers. The angled mounting is
convenient, in the sense that you can install the antenna in whichever way works best for you. If
you are not a fan of the wired antenna, check out this product from Zoizocop. This is a trusted
bullet antenna that will not disappoint you. Small as it is, this antenna holds more power than its
size. This product is measured only 4. Apart from that, the antenna is surprisingly strong. It can
stand a certain amount of impact and does not break off too easily. This antenna can be your
companion for a long time. This antenna is not prone to bending or breaking, and it would
definitely not come off too easily. The product is specially designed to be used on sports cars,
so it will work well under any circumstances. In the product package, there are four screws of
different shapes and sizes that you can use for your own vehicles. It is also not difficult to
install your new car antenna. You can totally do it yourself without professional help. All you
have to do is screwing the suitable screw into the antenna and then install that antenna onto the
designated location. And there you go, an antenna that would boost the signal quality to the
maximum. You will enjoy a better signal quality with this car antenna. It comes from the use of
high-quality materials, with an aluminum core and a fiber layer as the casing. Moreover, the
durability of this product is significantly improved, as opposed to other similar models. Coming
up next on the list is a wired antenna from GF-Link. This car antenna stands out for a variety of
plus points that you should take into consideration. This hidden car radio antenna is special
because it does not take too much space. The thin plate shape allows the antenna to blend in
the surroundings to create a uniform overall look. If you care for the aesthetics of your car, this
product is a brilliant choice for you. At the back of the plate, there is a peel and stick pad so that
you can attach the antenna to any flat surface. This feature makes it easier than ever before to
adjust the antenna locations in the ways that maximize its performance. You can install your
own antenna in less than a few minutes. Within the mile range, the signal received is clear and
stable. This product can work well anywhere, whether inside your house or on the way in a
moving car. Overall, this antenna is lightweight and it can be carried around with ease. The
attached cable is 9. When you are done using it, you can tie up the wire into a nice coil and keep
it in a safe place. The next product is a small and thin antenna from Metra. Its simple but
attractive design would be drawn to many people. On top of that, the quality of this antenna is
exceptional. It is no surprise that this is the favorite product of many radio users. The product is
small in size and light in weight. When installed erect, it does not take up too much space.
Unlike the mentioned models, this car antenna is made of chrome with a clean-looking silver
color. The antenna might appear to be thin and flimsy, but it is actually the opposite. The
material used to build this piece of radio accessory is of great quality, so the antenna will not
break off too easily. When extended to the maximum, the antenna is 53 inches in length. I really
appreciate how well this radio antenna does its job to make the most enjoyable listening
experience for radio users. It is quite easy to install this product onto your cars. There is a side
and top antenna mounting for the application of the one-inch hole split ball. It does save not
only money but also your valuable time. The seventh product on our list is a radio antenna from
Sirius. It is not an exaggeration to say that this is the best car antenna for HD radio ,
considering its high quality. First of all, I really appreciate the great reception quality. The signal
performance is one of the most important factors that should be considered when buying a new

antenna. In this regard, this radio antenna does the job wonderfully. You can now enjoy a stable
and clear sound, thanks to the decent reception quality. You can notice that this antenna comes
with a long cable up to 23 feet. That extended length allows the antenna to cover a long stretch
so that you can use it in larger vehicles. Remember to tie it nicely into a coil to avoid
entanglement. One special thing about this antenna is that it has a magnetic mount. It is even
more convenient than the peel and stick pad, seeing that it does not leave stains behind.
Therefore, you can attach the antenna to the places you want in a minute, without any tools. The
antenna would also stay securely in place. Brought to you by Cara, this stubby antenna might
look slightly different from other products we have introduced. No matter how it looks, the
quality does not fall behind any other models. This small antenna boasts different assets that
would not fail to satisfy your needs. This radio antenna is relatively short, just 2. However, that
is one of its selling points. Moreover, thanks to its length, this antenna would look really good
on your car. I think this product would make a great car radio antenna replacement. It is
designed to match with the original antenna base of your cars perfectly. So, if your car antenna
is broken and you are looking for a new one, consider buying this product. This radio antenna is
compatible with a wide array of car brands, such as Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Lexus, Suzuki, and
so on. Installing the antenna is not at all difficult, just screw the antenna in the right place. This
car antenna is 16 inches long, which extends the reception range it covers. Also, there is a
copper coil and an internal chip inside the antenna. With those features, the product is sensitive
enough to perceive even the faintest signals. You can be assured of the supreme signal quality
of this car radio antenna. Installing this antenna is also effortlessness. You can use your bare
hand to do the installation. Just screw the antenna on until it fits in tightly and does not swing
back and forth. This antenna is made of rubber and metal, and all the materials are of great
quality. This antenna could last for a long time, even when exposed to harsh outdoor conditions
frequently. Generally, this antenna is compatible with 12V car models, including Mitsubishi,
Toyota, Mazda, and so on. Remember to check the compatibility of your car and the new
antenna before ordering. The antenna can be installed on top of the roof or the fenders of the
cars. The next product is a radio antenna from Magnadyne. Its compact design would impress
the customers right from the first look. Many other assets make this product the best car
antenna replacement. If you are looking for one, I suggest that you check this antenna out. First
of all, I would like to talk about the material used to build this antenna. It is made of high-quality
and durable rubber so that the product can last for a long time. The wire is relatively long up to
72 inches so that you can use it comfortably. This radio antenna can cover a long stretch,
especially in large vehicles. In addition, with an adjustable base, the flexibility of this product
increases. It is designed to prevent signal loss or any flickering, ensuring a clear delivery of the
signals. That is a huge plus point of this product. Brought to you by TraderPlus, this antenna
comes in a completely different shape. Unlike other rod antennas, this product resembles a
shark fin, and that might interest many customers. In terms of quality, this car radio antenna
also does not disappoint â€” you should definitely check it out! This unique shape of a shark fin
will look really cool on your car, making it stand out from other vehicles. If you are a fan of
interesting designs, this antenna might attract you. The product comes in two colors: black and
white, so you can choose whichever matches your cars the most. The durability of the product
is amazing. The antenna shaft is made of ABS resin to improve the resilience to impacts, and
thus prevent the product from being damaged. Furthermore, the antenna is coated with a
weatherproof and UV-resistant layer for maximum durability. There is a screw to attach the
antenna to your cars, as well as an adhesive tape to keep it in the right place. The radio antenna
would stay securely on top of your vehicles. You can use this antenna to cover the designated
base on almost every type of car after removing the broken mast. The size of the base should
not exceed the bottom dimension, then we are good to go. The final product on our list is a rod
antenna from Linkstyle. This radio antenna is another wonderful product that will tick all your
boxes. Check it out to see if you feel the same as I do! This radio antenna is made of durable
rubber, and one special thing about it is its corrosion-resistant property. It can survive the
harsh weather and stand with time without fading or breaking. After a long-time use, the
antenna can still look as if it is brand new. The antenna is Therefore, it can cover a pretty far
distance, ensuring the highest signal quality. The product is relatively versatile, hence it can
match most of the popular car brands. You can place the antenna on top of the vehicle, and that
is also the most common location to receive the best signal. Installing this antenna is not
difficult at all, you can totally do it within a minute. The swivel base makes the antenna quite
flexible, and it can even rotate degrees. Sometimes, when you struggle with adjusting the
antenna angle, just slightly loosen the screw for easier maneuver. There are many different
models of car radio antenna on the market, and you might be confused about which one you
should go for. It is never easy to find out what fits you the most, and it might take quite a long

time to figure out. The best advice I could give you is to do careful research before making any
purchase. List down what you need, what you want, and what you like in a radio antenna. You
should consider that list as the guideline to decide which product to pick up. We are here to
help you with that process. Of course, everyone has their own priorities when it comes to
finding the best car radio antenna. We have compiled some criteria that we think are the most
important factors when looking for a high-quality antenna. Signal Reception Quality â€”
Obviously, this should be the number one factor to take into consideration, since the purpose of
an antenna is to boost the signal quality after all. It might be hard to judge the reception quality
at first look. All you can do is looking into customer reviews to examine how well the antenna
does its job. You would want to look for an antenna that could deliver clear and stable signals,
without too much of glitching or signal loss. Materials â€” The materials play an important role
in the durability of the product. An antenna made of high-quality materials can go with you for a
long time. I suggest that you choose a rubber antenna, especially the one with another
protective coating. Your antenna could maintain its colors and shapes, and function well after
an extended time. The material of the antenna core is also very important since it affects the
signal quality. It is usually made of metals with high conductivity, such as aluminum or copper.
You should learn more about it and decide what works best for you. Mounting â€” Many radio
antennas are really easy to install and operate. Different creative kinds of mounting, such as the
peel and stick pad or the magnetic mounting, make it possible for even amateurs to install it
themselves. I highly recommended that you go for these kinds of antennas. A car radio antenna
is normally installed on top of your vehicles to improve the signal quality of your radio system.
It is used to make sure that the signal stays stable and clear, avoiding the loss of signal. The car
antenna is a necessary piece of equipment for a better radio experience when you are on the
move. To put it in simple terms, the antenna would pick up the radio waves and deliver it to the
radio receivers in your cars, and amplify the waves to produce clear and stable sound. That is
also the reason why you need a high-quality antenna to complete your radio system. The car
antenna is dedicated to any radio owners who want to build a better system in your own
vehicles. There are many different car antenna types on the market. Some of the most common
types include television antennas, GPS antennas, satellite radio antennas, and so one. Each
type of antennas mentioned above receives a different kind of signal. Most radio can work well
on their own without any auxiliary devices. However, if you want to have a truly wonderful
listening experience, it is necessary that you own a radio antenna. A radio antenna would
broaden the reception range, amplify the signal quality, and improve the overall quality of
signals. There is a good variety of car radio antenna brands on the market, and customers
might be confused. Depending on your preferences, needs, and priorities, each brand might
have something great to offer to you. You can always refer to our reviews for a suggestion.
Technically a car radio can still work without an antenna. However, since the car is a closed
space, the signal reception quality might be really poor without a proper antenna. You can
consult our reviews above for some suggestions. I believe each person has their own definition
of the best radio antenna, what works best for one might not be helpful to another. Therefore,
you should consider all of your own priorities before making any purchase. First of all, you
should check whether the antenna is working properly to improve your car radio reception. You
can extend the antenna mast if necessary to increase the signal range covered. If there is
nothing wrong with the antenna, maybe you should consider investing in improving the head
radio unit. Longer and bigger car antenna might work better, but still, that is not all to it. The
materials that build the antenna core actually do matter. The conductivity level is directly related
to the signal reception quality. For the most part, it is quite simple to install and operate a car
antenna. You can find the car radio antenna in almost any local store or retailer chain, such as
Walmart, Iowes, and so on. You can visit Amazon or Home Depot for a wide selection of radio
antennas if you are more of an online-shopping person. If you take care of the antenna
regularly, the product can remain in good condition for a long time. You should handle the
antenna carefully, avoid impacts or contacts with dangerous chemicals. Wipe the antenna clean
once in a while to prevent it from gathering either dust or moisture. If it is a wired antenna,
remember to tie the cable up nicely. You should store the antenna in a safe and dry place and
avoid direct sunlight. We have compiled a list of the best car radio antennas on the market
along with detailed reviews about them for whoever might need it. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Herdio Waterproof Marine Radio Antenna 4.
Zoizocop 4. Cara 2. Linkstyle However, there is one problem with this antenna. The signal
reception quality does not live up to expectations sometimes, so the sound might be cracking a
bit. You should definitely take note before making any purchase. High-quality product with
reasonable price Convenient peel and stick mounting pad Comfortable cable length. The signal
quality is unstable sometimes. Overall, this is an all-rounded piece 0f equipment at such a low

price. This product never fails to deliver the best performance. However, the antenna could do
better with the signal quality. Although the signal is improved, it is not always up to par. There
are certain times that the antenna could not pick up the signal so well. The signal quality might
be disappointing at times. With this product, you have to pay attention to the signal quality.
Despite that small downside, other aspects of the antenna do not disappoint. You will have a
great experience using this product for your radio system. However, many customers have
complained about a minor problem with the screw post. The screw might come loose after some
time, so you must take care of it constantly to prevent the whole antenna from falling off. Strong
signal reception quality The antenna is well-protected from corrosion and harsh weather
conditions. The mast base can turn degrees. The screw post for the base is a bit inferior. You
are in for the best experience with this auto FM antenna , in terms of not only the signal quality
but also the excellent durability. However, the product would be even better if the
manufacturers can work on this. Although this antenna can be used on most car models, some
car types can not go with it. You should check carefully whether the antenna fits your cars, prior
to any purchase. Strong and durable design. Easy to install and operate Four different screws to
fit many car models. Some types of cars are not compatible with this antenna. Irrespective of
one downside, this product does its jobs wonderfully. Through many stubby car antenna
reviews , I can say this is a great contender for the title of best AM FM car antenna that you can
find on the market. The only thing with this antenna is the price. It could be a bit expensive for
many people, especially when compared to other similar products. So, if you are shopping on a
budget, this might not be the optimal choice. Hidden wired antenna Built-in amplifier for better
quality Velcro mounting for easy installation. The price is relatively high. Although this antenna
costs quite a lot, I believe it is worth the price. All the amazing features would totally convince
customers that it is a good investment to buy this wonderful hidden car antenna. One thing you
need to know is that this antenna will begin to rust after some time, especially when it is
exposed to the harsh weather regularly. You should note this down before picking this antenna
up. Great reception quality The antenna can be easily secured on top of the vehicles Slim, thin,
and lightweight design. The product begins to rust after some time. Weighing up both pros and
cons, you will be able to come to the final decision and find out whether this product works for
you. To me, this antenna satisfies all of my needs and I highly recommended to whoever is
looking for the best car antenna for FM reception. I just have one small thing to complain about
this product. Although the cable is long, it is rather thin and might break easily. You have to be
extra careful when handling this antenna. Magnetic mounting for clean and secure installation
Up to a foot length of cable Decent reception quality. The cable is a bit thin and might break
easily. There is a minus point to this antenna, but overall, this is a satisfying product. The
antenna works well in every aspect, even exceeding my expectations at some points. You can
not miss out on this wonderful product. Were I to complain, I just wish that the manufacturers
could improve the reception quality. The product would be perfect if they can fix this minor
issue. Short but sturdy antenna, convenient while driving in tight spaces Easy to install
Compatible with different car models. The signal reception is poor at times. There might be a
minor issue with this device, but overall, I consider this car antenna a satisfying product.
However, you must know that this antenna does not match every car type. To install the
antenna, some cars require a male adapter, so that would be an extra step. You should check it
carefully to make sure that it fits. Some cars require a male adapter to work with this antenna.
There might be a small inconvenience with this product, but it will not affect your experience
with this wonderful antenna. The only issue I have with this antenna is the installation. It might
be quite hard to install this antenna, compared to other models. Before making any purchase,
please take this into careful consideration. Made of durable black rubber Long cable to use
comfortably up to 72 inches Wonderful signal reception, even during extreme conditions. It
might be difficult to install the antenna. Overall, this car radio antenna is a good piece of
equipment. I promise that you will have a wonderful time with this product and it will be a
worthwhile investment to your radio system. Many people complain that the glue does not work
well in some extreme circumstances, especially in snowy weather. In that case, the glue loses
its effects and you can not attach the antenna securely. That is one thing you need to remember
about this product. Distinctive shark fin shape Proof coating for maximum durability Including
both the screw and adhesive tape for an easy and secure installation. The glue might not work
in snow weather. There might be a minor issue with this product, but I still believe that this is
the best shark fin antenna. It does not look amazing, but the quality of it is also extraordinary.
This would be a worthwhile accessory to add to your radio system. After using the product for
some time, you might notice a small problem. Inside the base, there might be moisture and that
might affect the durability of the product. You should check the base frequently to prevent it
from happening. Made of durable, corrosion-resistant rubber A universal antenna that is

compatible with most car models degree swivel mount for better flexibility. Moisture could form
inside the base. The issue with this antenna is not a big deal, and there are a lot more
interesting things about this car radio antenna. Shows Good Morning America. World News
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supply chains for vital goods President Joe Biden is preparing to sign an executive order to
review U. Incomplete polar bear survey halts Alaska oil search bid Officials say an Alaska Native
corporation hoping to receive a federal permit to look for oil in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge did not complete aerial surveys for polar bears on time. Germany finds huge cocaine
shipment; Dutch discover 2nd one Authorities say German customs officials have found more
than 16 metric tons of cocaine in containers that arrived in Hamburg from Paraguay. German
economy grew 0. FAA grounds certain planes after engine failure over Denver The Federal
Aviation Administration has ordered airlines in the United States to ground planes with the type
of engine that blew apart after takeoff from Denver this past weekend until they can be
inspected for stress cracks. Asian shares slip on jitters over inflation, interest rates Shares are
lower in Asia as investors weigh the possibility that inflation might prompt central banks to
adjust their ultra-low interest rate policies. Lawsuits filed against auto insurers over rates in
pandemic Class action lawsuits were filed in Nevada against 10 major auto insurance
companies on Tuesday, contending that the companies charged excessive insurance premiums
during the pandemic by failing to account for a drop in driving and crashes. Postal Service says
it has chosen Oshkosh Defense to build its next-generation mail-delivery vehicle. Closing prices
for crude oil, gold and other commodities Closing prices for crude oil, gold and other
commodities, and foreign exchange levels. Britons rush to book holidays amid plans to end
lockdown Stir-crazy Britons rushed to book overseas vacations after Prime Minister Boris
Johnson unveiled plans to slowly ease a national lockdown. Unfriended no more: Facebook to
lift Australia news ban Facebook says it will lift a ban on Australians viewing and sharing news
on its platform after it struck a deal with the government on proposed legislation that would
make digital giants pay for journalism. Pandemic art sales: Prettying up the walls we're staring
at It seems that many Americans who have been stuck at home staring at their walls during the
pandemic are trying to pretty them up. Consumer confidence rises for second straight month U.
New or used? Hawaii 1st to receive new warships that pull onto beaches A new class of U. Navy
vessel is expected to be deployed for the first time in Hawaii as part of a sweeping force
redesign. US home prices rise BLM in Italian Fashion campaign shows early tangible results A
digital runway show by five Italian fashion designers of African origin opens Milan Fashion
Week, one tangible result of a campaign launched last summer by the only Black Italian
designer belonging to the Italian fashion chamber. Asian shares mostly higher amid
coronavirus vaccine optimism Asian shares are mostly higher despite a sell-off in technology
companies on Wall Street. Boeing: s with engine that blew apart should be grounded Boeing
has recommended that airlines ground all s with the type of engine that blew apart after takeoff
from Denver this past weekend. Huawei unveils flagship foldable smartphone for China market
Struggling under U. Judge says railroad talks should be included in lawsuits A federal judge
has ruled that the nation's four largest railroads can't exclude details of their conversations
from lawsuits challenging billions of dollars of charges the railroads imposed in the past.
Europe-bound migrants found amid broken glass, toxic ash Spanish authorities say they have
found and rescued 41 migrants who tried to reach continental Europe from North Africa last
week. Cherokee chief: Time for Jeep to end use of tribe's name The chief of the Cherokee
Nation says it's time for auto maker Jeep to stop using the tribe's name on its Cherokee and
Grand Cherokee models. When life gives you a lemon car, do this. Made in America gift ideas
for the holidays. Suggested Interests. The Walmart EverStart Maxx car battery warranty can be
confusing. On this page, we interview managers and document our purchases. Daughter Becky
drives a Toyota Tacoma. June â€” Everstart Maxx Warranty. We asked a Walmart automotive

manager to explain how the warranty on EverStart Batteries worked. The replacement battery
warranty does not get a new warranty date. The term of the warranty on a replacement battery
still has the original 3-year date. But the best part of the prorated warranty is that if you do have
to pay anything out of pocket you are not only given a new battery. We want to Help you Save
Money. Note: this is an affiliate link and we do receive a small commission â€” your price
remains the same. Saving money each paycheck for car maintenance is a regular part of our
household budgeting process. But whenever possible we try to buy quality products for the
lowest price to keep from spending a lot more money. Then we tried Walmart. We researched
and purchased a new car battery for our Honda Accord. Based on a Consumer Reports review,
we decided to stop using Interstate Batteries. A full 51 months 4. We discovered it had a bad
cell, but it continued to work fairly well. Steve went to a nearby Wal-Mart. Steve questioned the
Automotive Department manager to make sure she was performing the transaction correctly.
The new battery had a 36 Month Full Replacement Warranty and an additional 24 months
prorated warranty. We know that customer service varies from store to store. Just be aware that
enforcement of the proper terms of any warranty depends on your knowledge of the terms and
the helpfulness of the customer service person. Know the details and stand up for what is right.
Ours is not an isolated experience â€” read what other Wal-Mart Battery Owners are saying. The
Walmart battery warranty is constantly changing. So whenever we get a new battery, we ask for
the manager, confirm the warranty policy and write it on the envelope for the warranty. This is
kept in the glove compartment of the vehicle along with the receipt from the purchase a
warranty requirement. There are people ranting about how poor it is and how rude the service
people are. Our experience has been much different. If we do this, even though the store
employee has a Job to do, they bend over backwards to help us. Be kind, be persistent and be
genuine. Check out Amazon. The Optima Brand has some of the highest customer satisfaction
ratings of any battery. We have the 16 foot long version. It always reaches as far as we need it
to. And we love having the storage bag to keep the cables in. It keeps the back of our van nice
and tidy. In the past, we had to deal with corrosion and build up on battery terminals and battery
cables. Now, they stay perfectly clean without any hassle. We also always use these little oil
impregnated felt rings on our battery terminal to prevent corrosion and build up. They work like
a charm and are inexpensive. Years ago we read a Consumer Reports article that rated tire
gauges. The top-rated ones were dial gauges. They offer free flat repair and will fill your tires
with air for free. For many, many years we had a Sears, Craftsman garage door opener. It was a
chain drive and it was noisy. When it finally stopped working we upgraded to this super quiet
and easy to maintain belt-driven LiftMaster. It costs about the same as all the other garage door
openers out there. These are great things to have to keep you from being stranded. For more
ideas to save money on your car, check out our money Saving tips page for car insurance!
Buying the best battery for your car is a smart money choice that you can make every couple of
years. But you could save money every month by quoting your auto insurance. If you get
quotes from several companies, every 3 years could be a game-changer for you. Insurance
companies base their annual rates, in part, on their losses in each zip code they serve. We like
Esurance the online division of Allstate. Gabi is an insurance broker representing 20 to 30 of the
top insurance companies in the country. Had Walmart battery went dead under 3 yrs â€” they
replaced â€” went dead again under 3 yrs [2yr 8 mo] only 98 cents credit! When you receive a
replacement the original term of the warranty is still in place. You paid for 1 battery with a 5 year
warranty. And the 2nd battery died 5 years and 8 months after the original purchase â€” you got
your moneys-worth! In Jan. Could not get a turn over whet i tried to start. Took it to my
mechanic who determine it was neither starter or alternator. The problem was the Battery. Low
cranking Amp. Now this Battery is not even one year old. So someone please tell me where or
who do i turn to who would honor this warranty. Walmart say they are only a third party. Dont
they have some sort of commitment with their supplier on these type of items. I would escallate
your concerns to the manager of the automotive department, then the manager of the store. Or
go to a different Walmart. Their policy is very clear. Free replacement for the first 3 years.
Prorated replacement for years 4 and 5. Be polite, but be firm. Lorie â€” we feel your pain. Be
gentle and diplomatic. Tell them your story about trying to contact the manufacturer. They
should be able to either give you a replacement unit or provide you with contact information so
you can reach out to the manufacturer. I purchased a battery from Wal-Mart in December of
â€¦got home last night, shut it offâ€¦went to crank it appx 10 min later and it would not crank. My
son in law bought it for me and I am not sure if he kept the receipt. My question isâ€¦do I have to
have my sales receipt to return it? Pam â€” good question. We keep the receipt for our batteries
in the glove compartment of our car. We have an envelope with tire warranties and battery
warranties. I have been buying Walmart stuff for years because of their customer satisfaction
policy. I purchased a Car Battery for my Car trailer, it runs the jack etc. It was a Maxx. Robert,

thanks for sharing your experience with Walmart Car Batteries. I have to say that the quality of
all automotive batteries in general have declined in the past 10 years. Always copy and keep
your receipts the ink will fade on the original receipt! I agree with Sergio, with Walmart you have
to be patient. I took me over an hour as well. They are typically understaffed and overrun. I had
to go on a Sunday afternoon in order to get the car fixed, otherwise I would have waited until
Monday morning when far less people were there. Thanks for sharing your battery story. Having
a satisfactory warranty experience depends a lot on who is helping you in the store. So I bought
a 5 year warranty battery from Wal-Mart 3 years ago. Battery failed to start my jeep. Had to keep
jump starting so I went bought a new battery on Saturday and replace it in the jeep. Had to pay
full price for a new one. Did not pro rate it. They said if I have it prorated I will only have 2 years
warrenty then. I worked at Wal-Mart and sears automotive. I know how it works. I got screwed. I
will not buy another battery from Wal-Mart. In fact I will replace that battery with a different
brand and bring Wal-Marts battery back. Only had to have one replaced.. Dennis, Thanks for
sharing your battery history â€” the ValuePower batteries sound like a real winner. It was very
informative. I need a new battery for Honda Civic. In the article, we share what we paid for a
battery just a few months after the initial replacement warranty expired. The Honda month
warranty sounds like it might be better. I just read your article before taking my two-year-old
battery back to Walmart. Luckily, the original owners of the vehicle had left the receipt in the
van with all of their service records. There was a little bit of a question about how it was ringing
up because I had to buy a different Version of the same battery because the battery I was
returning was not located in the store I was returning it to. It does appear that they previously
got a replacement on this battery but long story short, they traded me for the new battery, and
the new battery I was buying was actually cheaper so I got a small refund! Thanks for the good
info. Heidi, Thanks for sharing your Walmart Battery Warranty story. Most people who work at
Walmart have good hearts and know the policy â€” there are a few that may be uninformed, but
for those, we either need to be super patient, appeal to a manager or just go to a different store
to do the exchange. The warranty period for walmart batteries depends on which one you buy,
very much like the different warranty length based on the model selected at any other store. If
you buy their low end, cheaper battery, then you not only get fewer CCA but also a shorter
warranty. However unlike most places, walmart charges less of a premium to move up to a
higher model with more CCA and longer warranty. I just know that now it is stated there. I am a
female and I purchased my Walmart battery in Sept. Thankfully, I have free roadside assistance
with State Farm, so a guy came out to give me a jump; car restarted just fine after driving to a
store and back home; however, I noticed a couple of hours after returning home the crank
sounded off weak sound again, although car started up each time I tested it. Roadside guy
suggested I get a new battery, but when I researched battery lifespan I found they all typically
last yrs. My plan now is to take advantage of the prorated warranty and head right back to
Walmart to get a new battery, considering all brands last an average of yrs. I now know that it
was the corrosion that caused my battery to go dead overnight. I figured, why go and pay a
bunch of money for a different brand when they all only last about the same number of years
before needing replacement. And, by the way, the folks at my local Walmart are simply
wonderfulâ€¦all of them , whether male or female great customer service. Walmart, here I come!
Thanks for sharing your story â€” to avoid build up on the terminals we use these little felt pads
that are infused with an oily fluid that prevents corrosion. The interpretation of the warranty
oftentimes depends on the Walmart employee who is interpreting it. My Walmart Maxx car
battery began corroding, leaking, and burning well before its 5-year warranty ran out. Though
we began to detect an odor coming from the car a few months ago, the car battery showed no
visible signs until two days ago. My local Walmart tire and battery department inspected the
battery, saw that it was unmistakably defective but refused to keep their doors open long
enough to replace the battery for me. I had no other choice but to do so. Ouch â€” sad story.
According to what we know, you are well within the prorated 5 year period and for a small fee
you should be able to get a new battery with a completely new warranty. Show him this article
â€” be polite, but firm. You should get the benefits of the warranty that you deserve. Walmart
will only replace the battery is brought in within the first 90 days afer your purchase at the store,
even though the MAXX battery has a 3 year full replacement and 2 year pro-rated warranty. I
think this is a case of employees being uninformed or lazy. Everstart are the worst battery ive
ever come acrosa and I have been in the auromotive industry for over 32yrs! My Cadillac has
had 4 everstart batteries in the past 3yrs now!! And in the blazing Arizona heat that is amazing.
Either you are letting the vehicle sit for months at a time to excessively drain the battery, have a
bad alternator, or a parasitic drain causing battery depletion. Be warned Wal-Mart batteries have
a 2 year warranty much like a refurbished battery. If your lucky. Rod, thanks for sharing your
experience. In we purchased another Walmart battery and confirmed, once again, that the

warranty is 3 years and pro-rated after that. You must be logged in to post a comment.
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provides a big range of tires of almost every brand name, and even if you can not locate your
specific tire in the shop, they can use free shipping to your house or to the shop you need the
tires set up at. The expenses to have Walmart install a set of tires will depend upon the tire
package you choose as they do offer numerous packages at different costs. According to their
main catalog, the rates, since , are as listed below:. These totally free setup packages will
consist of the very same addons as the basic package the majority of the time, however, to
make sure, talk with an auto expert at the shop to find out more. To make sure you get the best
deal, we suggest trying to find unique tire offers too to be integrated with the free setup. Also
check out how much does Walmart charge for a fishing license , fried chicken , and an eye
exam. A ChristianPost. You can find out more about the optional roadway hazard warranty by
looking at the official contract. The optional Walmart tire roadway hazard warranty will cover the
tires if are found to be faulty for the life of the tires, specified as the period of the usual tread
depth. The optional warranty will provide extra coverage to the tires bought and set up at
Walmart and can cover damage from nails, metal stones, glass, and practically anything that
has the ability to damage a tire. In case the tire fails, the guarantee will provide a totally free flat
repair work and a pro-rata setup if the service technician can not fix the tire. It may get a little
difficult for lots of new drivers to choose what tire do they need and what are the advantages of
making use of specific tire brands. Then, the site will pick all sorts of tire types that fit your car
to aid you to find what you need. Yes, Walmart is very good at providing fantastic offers
available for tire installation. You can also benefit from one of the many giveaways that Walmart
provides from time to time. These free gifts will be linked to a specific purchase of tires like
offering a free Sirius XM Radio with some tire purchases. Lastly, Walmart has a number of
package choices that you can select from. This is due to the fact that the shop has countless
locations, and it is really hassle-free to find a Walmart store near you to get the tires set up.
Nevertheless, lots of complaints were received from clients about the waiting time it will take to
get your tires installed. Some were made to wait more than 3 hours to get the new tires
installed, which is seen as a rather long waiting time for such a task. Walmart is extremely strict
about precisely what caused your damage to be able to install the brand-new tire under service
warranty. It is a great idea to have a wheel alignment after you set up brand-new tires on your
cars. This is due to the fact that the wheel alignment can get you the very best out of your tires
and guarantee they last longer. Therefore, when you have your wheels lined up properly, you
will feel how smooth your driving experience is by seeing that your car drives straight and does
not lean to one side or the other. Better wheel alignment provides great harmony between all
your tires, and you will have less and even tire wear, so you do not scarify any of the wheels,
and the load will be dispersed equally between them. Well, the answer to this question depends
upon the tire type. For example, if your car has an all-wheel-drive, then specialists suggest
changing all 4 wheels at the very same time. This is due to the fact that you want to avoid
having tires with slightly different sizes in the exact same all-wheel-drive car to prevent any
damage to the vehicle. There are a number of tips you can remember and use to get the very
best price on your tires from Walmart. In their studies, they did not just concentrate on the
quality of the tires but at the same time on other offered services accompanying tire installation.
According to these studies, Walmart does not provide the least expensive tire installation. It is
Costco who got the top place when talking about tire installation price, tire quality, and extra
services that come along with tire installation. Costco supplies the most affordable tire
installation along with all essential services linked to tire replacement as compared to Walmart.

Nevertheless, Walmart still is in a great position when compared to Mr. Tire, so a strong second
place. Many people asked if it is a misconception that Walmart tires are of lower quality than
purchasing them elsewhere. All these concerns reveal some doubt that Walmart does not
supply great quality tires. Walmart is big business, and it supplies a long list of tires from
various producers, some are really high quality while others are not. It all comes down to what
model you want to purchase. This is since it is very important to install the tire properly, so it
lasts longer for you and does not deteriorate too quickly. According to Walmart. Their promise
is that if you find a lower cost from an online merchant on the same product, they will match
that price. Therefore, the short answer to this concern is Yes. Nevertheless, there is a list of
restrictions to where the cost match can be applied, including but not limited to:. It is essential
to keep in mind that this number applies to all-season tires, not the other kinds of tires. Tire
installation is a fairly fast service. It normally takes about 45 minutes to get your tires set up.
The mechanic needs to put your car in a particular area where they can elevate it and secure it,
so it does not slip or move. Then they remove all bolts and lug nuts, turns the tire
counter-clockwise to take it off, set up the brand-new tire, and put the bolts back, and fix them
in place. As soon as this is done, your car will be put back down on the floor for a test. When
the tire is on a discount, it may not be possible to reduce the
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cost more unless you find it more affordable elsewhere. For that reason, if you care more
about how much you will pay than the quality of tires, it makes good sense to get quotes from
other stores that Walmart. Tires are among the really important parts of any car as they directly
touch the road and can impact your safety if not installed properly. Tire installation is a
necessary service for any car as tires wear in time from usage. Walmart offers a reasonably low
tire installation price. When thinking about tire installation, one has to remember the different
other services required in addition to tire installation. For that reason, the cost can jump quite a
lot when you add everything. Your email address will not be published. Just how much does
Walmart charge to install the tires? Contents 1 Just how much does Walmart charge to install
the tires? Leave a Reply Want to join the discussion? Feel free to contribute! Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

